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Abstract. Vocabularies in the form of ontologies and terminologies are 
becoming an accepted way of incorporating both logic and linguistic resources 
into biomedical applications. In order to perform search and annotation with 
biomedical ontologies and terminologies, users and developers must be able to 
access and browse vocabularies. However, accessing the contents of a 
repository requires not only a working knowledge of the SPARQL query 
language, but knowledge of the repository structure and contents in order to 
formulate a query. Using the web services in the AIDA Toolkit, we have 
developed a web-based repository browser that can quickly detect the type of 
RDF dialect used and extract hierarchies of interest based on common patterns, 
such as the subclass or subsumption hierarchy, displaying the hierarchy as an 
interactive outline view of the labels. This functionality makes it possible to 
explore the basic structure of a vocabulary served by most SPARQL endpoints 
and find specific terms via auto-completion without any prior knowledge of 
either the specific vocabulary, RDF, or the SPARQL query language. The 
combination of browsing knowledge resources available from triplestores with 
the ability to create more complex queries that build upon the elements of a 
vocabulary makes it easier to incorporate knowledge resources into applications 
that are customized and scoped by well-defined vocabularies. 
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1 Introduction 

Vocabularies in the form of ontologies and terminologies are becoming an 
accepted way of incorporating both logic and linguistic resources into biomedical 
applications.  For example, the approximately 200 ontologies being offered from the 
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National Center for Biomedical Ontology’s Bioportal[1] are being integrated into 
applications via Web API's and a SPARQL endpoint. The practice of incorporating 
potentially distributed knowledge resources into applications via services is in stark 
contrast to previous practices of embedding such resources directly into the 
application and demonstrates an emerging trend to dynamically incorporate the most 
appropriate and latest vocabularies into applications.  However, developers wishing to 
gain understanding of the vocabularies that they might like to use in their applications 
are faced with a bootstrapping dilemma: In order to formulate a query in SPARQL 
that will enable them to browse the vocabulary, they must first know something about 
the structure of the data.  
 

2 The AIDA Toolkit 

 
Using the web services in the AIDA Toolkit, we have developed a web-based 

repository browser that can quickly detect the type of RDF dialect used (e.g. OWL, 
SKOS, etc.) and extract hierarchies of interest based on common patterns, such as the 
subclass or subsumption hierarchy, displaying the hierarchy as an interactive outline 
view of the labels. The AIDA repository browser1 is light-weight and flexible, 
enabling a user to explore vocabularies stored in most triplestores that support the 
SPARQL API, including Sesame, Virtuoso, Allegrograph, and Mulgara. 
 

The AIDA Toolkit resulted from research done in the context of the Virtual 
Laboratory for e-Science project in the Netherlands[2]. The first version of the 
repository browser was built specifically to browse vocabularies in SKOS – the 
Simple Knowledge Organization System language for thesauri in RDF. The original 
application was based on web services that used the Sesame query language (SeRQL 
was used in pre-SPARQL implementations) and required conversion into SKOS in 
order to browse OWL. Many improvements and extensions have been added, 
including support for SPARQL, multiple repository types, REST, and OWL 
browsing, as well as auto-completion of labels, a repository configuration panel, and 
the ability to search the labels of several repositories at different SPARQL endpoints 
simultaneously. With the Direct Link functionality of the client, users can exchange 
URLs that enable the browsing of a vocabulary directly from the URL. Threaded 
updates of the plus symbol indicators (of subtree contents) in the outline view and 
caching have improved the user experience. 
 

The AIDA browsing functionality has been used to browse SNOMED-CT and 
MeSH in SKOS. It has also been used to create a Taverna plugin, for the semantic 
annotation of bioinformatics workflows and workflow data using, for example, the 
myGrid ontology[3,4]. As well as shielding non-technical users from technical details 

                                                           
1 http://ws.adaptivedisclosure.org/search/  (note: substitute “dev” for “ws” for the latest release) 
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while providing them access to data 'where it lives', AIDA makes it possible for 
developers to inspect the working SPARQL queries that have been used 'under the 
hood' with a ‘View Source’ feature and modify them for use on the data in the same 
repository. The extraction patterns used can be modified directly by the user without 
requiring recompilation, achieving agile interface development when unexpected 
patterns in the data are encountered. Another feature of the web-based AIDA 
application is direct access to Lucene indexes, such as a PubMed index that is 
refreshed nightly and accessible to our own services at 
http://ws.adaptivedisclosure.org.  The latest build of the AIDA Toolkit can be 
downloaded[5] and run in one’s own instance of tomcat, for example, giving 
developers the ability to create their own customized Lucene indexes from their own 
literature corpus. 

Our intention with the AIDA Repository Browser web client is to give developers 
some basic functionality as a starting point for exploring vocabularies in a triplestore, 
such as the ability to search for labels via auto-completion or the search tab in the 
repository browser. We also wanted to provide an example web application that 
makes use of the AIDA Web Services to show how vocabulary services can be 
embedded and applied in a web setting to personalize and customize interfaces with 
labels that come directly from those vocabulary services. This approach is more 
flexible than importing an entire vocabulary into application memory.  

3 Future Work 

The query editor would be more useful if users could name and save edited queries 
for future use. Such named queries could be programmed to automatically run and 
compare to previous results, for example, as unit tests[6] that will alert developers to 
changed results when ontologies or mappings are altered. Another application of the 
result comparison functionality could be for alerts to new results in literature search. 
For this reason and for the purposes of annotation functionality, we have begun 
prototyping user authentication with OpenID. 
  
With SWObjects[7], it is possible to create semantic views of both triple stores and 
relational databases, through the use of mapping rules implemented as SPARQL 
Constructs. In principle, the hierarchical views that we create in the AIDA repository 
browser with pre-coded query patterns could be more flexibly managed with dynamic 
SWObjects mappings, specially generated for hierarchical extraction.  
 
As query federation is further developed, the provision of provenance about a given 
repository and its contents will make it possible to automatically locate data sources 
that meet specific criteria. AIDA could eventually make use of repository provenance 
to guide the choice of both repositories and the named graphs within them. 
 
Finally, lexical and semantic synonym expansion during auto-completion of query 
patterns in the query editor could be accomplished with access to a list of related 
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knowledge resources.  Semantic guidance that makes use of principles demonstrated 
in this workshop’s “SPARQL Assist Language-Neutral Query Composer” could 
simplify SPARQL query composition. 
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